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A 

ABAXIAL AAABILX situated away from axis [adj] 

ABAXILE AABEILX abaxial (situated away from axis) [adj] 

ABBOTCY ABBCOTY abbacy (office of abbot (superior of monastery)) [n -CIES] 

ABJURER ABEJRRU one that abjures (to renounce under oath) [n -S] 

ABJURES ABEJRSU ABJURE, to renounce under oath [v] 

ACAJOUS AACJOSU ACAJOU, tropical tree [n] 

ACIDIFY ACDFIIY to convert into acid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ACYCLIC ACCCILY not cyclic (moving in complete circles) [adj] 

ADDAXES AADDESX ADDAX, large antelope [n] 

ADJURED ADDEJRU ADJURE, to command solemnly [v] 

AFFRAYS AAFFRSY AFFRAY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

ALIQUOT AILOQTU number that divides evenly into another [n -S] 

ALKYLIC ACIKLLY ALKYL, univalent radical [adj] 

ANTIJAM AAIJMNT blocking interfering signals [adj] 

ANTIQUE AEINQTU to give appearance of age to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

ANYBODY ABDNOYY person of some importance [n -DIES] 

ANYWAYS AANSWYY anyway (in any way) [adv] 

APAREJO AAEJOPR type of saddle [n -S] 

APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S] 

AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n] 

AQUEOUS AEOQSUU pertaining to water [adj] 

ARROZES AEORRSZ ARROZ, rice [n] 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer of ancient Rome) [n -ICES] 

ASHCAKE AACEHKS cornmeal cake [n -S] 

ASQUINT AINQSTU with sidelong glance [adv] 

ASSIZES AEISSSZ ASSIZE, session of legislative or judicial body [n] 

ATAXICS AACISTX ATAXIC, one suffering from ataxia [n] 

AUXETIC ACEITUX substance that promotes auxesis [n -S] 

AUXINIC ACIINUX AUXIN, substance used to regulate plant growth [adj] 

AWFULLY AFLLUWY AWFUL, extremely bad or unpleasant [adv] 

AXONEME AEEMNOX part of cilium [n -S] 

AZALEAS AAAELSZ AZALEA, flowering shrub [n] 

AZOTISE AEIOSTZ to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AZURITE AEIRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 
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B 

BABICHE ABBCEHI rawhide thongs [n -S] 

BACCHII ABCCHII BACCHIUS, type of metrical foot [n] 

BACKING ABCGIKN support [n -S] / BACK, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BACKLOG ABCGKLO to accumulate [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BAFFING ABFFGIN BAFF, to strike under golf ball [v] 

BAFFLED ABDEFFL BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAKLAVA AAABKLV Turkish pastry [n -S] 
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BAKLAWA AAABKLW baklava (Turkish pastry) [n -S] 

BALKILY ABIKLLY BALKY, stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adv] 

BANJOES ABEJNOS BANJO, musical instrument [n] 

BASENJI ABEIJNS barkless dog [n -S] 

BATEAUX AABETUX BATEAU, flat-bottomed boat [n] 

BAUXITE ABEITUX ore of aluminum [n -S] 

BAWDILY ABDILWY in bawdy (obscene (indecent (not decent))) manner [adv] 

BAYWOOD ABDOOWY coarse mahogany [n -S] 

BECHARM ABCEHMR to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECKING BCEGIKN BECK, to beckon (to signal by sign or gesture) [v] 

BEDECKS BCDEEKS BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEDROCK BCDEKOR rock under soil [n -S] 

BEDSOCK BCDEKOS sock for wear in bed [n -S] 

BEDTICK BCDEIKT cloth case of mattress [n -S] 

BEDWARF ABDEFRW to cause to appear small by comparison [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEHAVED ABDEEHV BEHAVE, to act properly [v] 

BEHOVED BDEEHOV BEHOVE, to behoove (to be proper for) [v] 

BEJASUS ABEJSSU bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJESUS BEEJSSU exclamation used as mild oath [n -ES] 

BETHANK ABEHKNT to thank (to express gratitude to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHINK BEHIKNT to consider (to think about) [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BETHUMP BEHMPTU to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEYLIKS BEIKLSY BEYLIK, beylic (domain of bey) [n] 

BHAKTAS AABHKST BHAKTA, one who practices bhakti (selfless devotion to deity in Hinduism) [n] 

BHAKTIS ABHIKST BHAKTI, selfless devotion to deity in Hinduism [n] 

BIAXIAL AABIILX having two axes [adj] 

BIBBERY BBBEIRY act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n -RIES] 

BICYCLE BCCEILY to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIFFING BFFGIIN BIFF, to hit (to strike forcibly) [v] 

BIFIDLY BDFIILY BIFID, divided into two parts [adv] 

BIJURAL ABIJLRU pertaining to single jurisdiction with two legal systems [adj] 

BIMORPH BHIMOPR device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n -S] 

BIOCHIP BCHIIOP hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n -S] 

BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLANKLY ABKLLNY in blank (empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude))) manner [adv] 

BLEAKLY ABEKLLY in bleak (dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing))) manner [adv] 

BLIGHTY BGHILTY wound causing one to be sent home to England [n -TIES] 

BLOCKED BCDEKLO BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLUFFED BDEFFLU BLUFF, to mislead (to lead astray) [v] 

BOBBERY BBBEORY disturbance [n -RIES] 

BOBECHE BBCEEHO glass collar on candle holder [n -S] 

BOFFING BFFGINO BOFF, offensive word [v] 

BOOKBAG ABBGKOO bag for carrying books [n -S] 

BOOKFUL BFKLOOU as much as book can hold [n -S] 

BOOKISH BHIKOOS pertaining to books [adj] 

BOPPISH BHIOPPS boppy (suggestive of bebop) [adj] 
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BORAXES ABEORSX BORAX, white crystalline compound [n] 

BOWHEAD ABDEHOW arctic whale [n -S] 

BOWKNOT BKNOOTW type of knot [n -S] 

BOWLIKE BEIKLOW curved [adj] 

BOWWOOD BDOOOWW deciduous tree [n -S] 

BOXIEST BEIOSTX BOXY, resembling box [adj] 

BOYHOOD BDHOOOY state of being boy (male child) [n -S] 

BRAMBLY ABBLMRY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BRAXIES ABEIRSX BRAXY, fever of sheep [n] 

BRECHAM ABCEHMR collar for horse [n -S] 

BREWPUB BBEPRUW restaurant that sells beverages brewed on premises [n -S] 

BREWSKI BEIKRSW serving of beer [n -ES, -S] 

BRICKED BCDEIKR BRICK, to build with bricks (blocks of clay) [v] 

BRISKLY BIKLRSY in brisk (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 

BUCKING BCGIKNU BUCK, to leap forward and upward suddenly [v] 

BUCKLED BCDEKLU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUFFING BFFGINU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v] 

BULKILY BIKLLUY BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adv] 

BULWARK ABKLRUW to fortify with defensive wall [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUMBOYS BBMOSUY BUMBOY, offensive word [n] 

BUMPILY BILMPUY BUMPY, of uneven surface [adv] 

BURDOCK BCDKORU coarse weed [n -S] 

BUREAUX ABERUUX BUREAU, chest of drawers [n] 

BURKHAS ABHKRSU BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

BYTALKS ABKLSTY BYTALK, small talk [n] 

BYWORDS BDORSWY BYWORD, well-known saying [n] 
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C 

CACKLED ACCDEKL CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

CACONYM ACCMNOY erroneous name [n -S] 

CAJOLER ACEJLOR one that cajoles (to persuade by flattery) [n -S] 

CAJOLES ACEJLOS CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CAJONES ACEJNOS CAJON, steep-sided canyon [n] 

CALIXES ACEILSX CALIX, cup [n] 

CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

CAMPHOR ACHMOPR volatile compound [n -S] 

CAMPILY ACILMPY in campy (comically exaggerated) manner [adv] 

CAPABLY AABCLPY CAPABLE, having ability (quality of being able to do something) [adv] 

CAPICHE ACCEHIP to capisce [v]   

CAPOUCH ACCHOPU capuche (hood or cowl) [n -S] 

CAPTCHA AACCHPT Turing test used to vet website users [n -S]   

CAPUCHE ACCEHPU hood or cowl [n -S]  

CATCHUP ACCHPTU ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n -S] 

CATWALK AACKLTW narrow walkway [n -S] 

CELOTEX CEELOTX trademark [n -ES] 
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CHACMAS AACCHMS CHACMA, large baboon [n] 

CHAFING ACFGHIN CHAFE, to warm by rubbing [v] 

CHAKRAS AACHKRS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

CHAMBER ABCEHMR to put in chamber (room) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMBRE ABCEHMR brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

CHAMPER ACEHMPR one that champs (to chew noisily) [n] 

CHAPMAN AACHMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

CHAPMEN ACEHMNP CHAPMAN, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

CHAPPAL AACHLPP sandal worn in India [n -S] 

CHAPPIE ACEHIPP fellow [n -S] 

CHARKAS AACHKRS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

CHASMIC ACCHIMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHAWING ACGHINW CHAW, to chew (to crush or grind with teeth) [v] 

CHEBECS BCCEEHS CHEBEC, small bird [n] 

CHEFING CEFGHIN CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHEMICS CCEHIMS CHEMIC, chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n] 

CHEMISM CEHIMMS chemical attraction [n -S] 

CHEVIED CDEEHIV CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEWING CEGHINW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [v] 

CHILDLY CDHILLY resembling child (young person) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CHINOOK CHIKNOO warm wind [n -S] 

CHINWAG ACGHINW to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHIPPER CEHIPPR to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIPPIE CEHIIPP chippy (prostitute) [n -S] 

CHIRKER CEHIKRR CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIVIED CDEHIIV CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHOKERS CEHKORS CHOKER, one that chokes (to impede breathing of) [n] 

CHOKIER CEHIKOR CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOKIES CEHIKOS CHOKY, prison [n] 

CHOMPER CEHMOPR one that chomps (to champ (to chew noisily)) [n -S] 

CHOPPER CEHOPPR to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOUGHS CGHHOSU CHOUGH, crow-like bird [n] 

CHOWDER CDEHORW to make thick soup of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOWING CGHINOW CHOW, to eat (to consume food) [v] 

CHOWSED CDEHOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHROMIC CCHIMOR pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CHUKARS ACHKRSU CHUKAR, game bird [n] 

CHUPPAS ACHPPSU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

CHUPPOT CHOPPTU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] / CHUPPAH [n] / HUPPAH [n] 

CHYTRID CDHIRTY aquatic or soil fungus [n -S] 

CLACKED ACCDEKL CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 

CLAXONS ACLNOSX CLAXON, klaxon (low-pitched horn) [n] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLICKED CCDEIKL CLICK, to make short, sharp sound [v] 

CLOCKED CCDEKLO CLOCK, to time with stopwatch [v] 

CLUCKED CCDEKLU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 
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COANNEX ACENNOX to annex jointly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

COAXERS ACEORSX COAXER, one that coaxes (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [n] 

COAXIAL AACILOX having common axis [adj] 

COBWEBS BBCEOSW COBWEB, to cover with cobwebs (spider webs) [v] 

COCKADE ACCDEKO ornament worn on hat [n -S] 

COCKING CCGIKNO COCK, to tilt to one side [v] 

COCKLED CCDEKLO COCKLE, to wrinkle or pucker [v] 

COCOYAM ACCMOOY tropical plant having edible rootstocks [n -S] 

CODFISH CDFHIOS marine food fish [n -ES] 

COEXERT CEEORTX to exert jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEXIST CEIOSTX to exist together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COFFING CFFGINO COFF, to buy (to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)) [v] 

COFFLED CDEFFLO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COGWAYS ACGOSWY COGWAY, railway operating on steep slopes [n] 

COIFFED CDEFFIO COIFFE, to coif (to style hair) [v] 

COJOINS CIJNOOS COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COJONES CEJNOOS offensive word [n] 

COMMISH CHIMMOS commissioner [n -ES] 

COMMOVE CEMMOOV to move violently [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COMPANY ACMNOPY to associate with [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

COMPONY CMNOOPY composed of squares of alternating colors [adj] 

CONJOIN CIJNNOO to join together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONJURE CEJNORU to summon spirit [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONTEXT CENOTTX part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n -S] 

CONVOKE CEKNOOV to cause to assemble [v -D, -KING, -S] 

COOKERY CEKOORY art of cooking [n -RIES] 

COOKEYS CEKOOSY COOKEY, cookie (small, flat cake) [n] 

COPPERY CEOPPRY resembling copper [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

COPYCAT ACCOPTY to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

CORYMBS BCMORSY CORYMB, flower cluster [n] 

COTEAUX ACEOTUX COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COWEDLY CDELOWY in cowed manner [adv] 

COWHAGE ACEGHOW cowage (tropical vine) [n -S] 

COWHAND ACDHNOW ranch worker [n -S] 

COWHERD CDEHORW one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n -S] 

COWHIDE CDEHIOW to flog with leather whip [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COWLIKE CEIKLOW resembling cow [adj] 

COWPLOP CLOOPPW cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n -S] 

COWSHED CDEHOSW shelter for cows [n -S] 

COWSKIN CIKNOSW hide of cow [n -S] 

COXITIS CIIOSTX inflammation of hip joint [n -IDES] 

COXLESS CELOSSX having no coxswain (director of crew of racing rowboat) [adj] 

CRACKED ACCDEKR CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRANKLY ACKLNRY in crank (lively (full of energy)) manner [adv] 

CRICKED CCDEIKR CRICK, to cause spasm of neck [v] 

CRINKLY CIKLNRY crinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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CROCKED CCDEKOR CROCK, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

CRUMBLY BCLMRUY easily crumbled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRUMPLY CLMPRUY easily wrinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRYPTIC CCIPRTY mysterious [adj] 

CUBBISH BBCHISU resembling cub [adj] 

CUBICLY BCCILUY in form of cube [adv] 

CUCKOLD CCDKLOU to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUFFING CFFGINU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [v] 

CULEXES CEELSUX CULEX, mosquito (winged insect) [n] 

CUTWORK CKORTUW type of embroidery [n -S] 

CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n -ES, -S] 

CYMBALS ABCLMSY CYMBAL, percussion instrument [n] 
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DAMNIFY ADFIMNY to cause loss or damage to [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DESEXED DDEEESX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DETOXED DDEEOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DEWCLAW ACDELWW vestigial toe [n -S] 

DIARCHY ACDHIRY government with two rulers [n -HIES] 

DIBBUKS BBDIKSU DIBBUK, dybbuk (wandering soul in Jewish folklore) [n] 

DIEBACK ABCDEIK gradual dying of plant shoots [n -S] 

DIGOXIN DGIINOX drug to improve heart function [n -S] 

DIOXIDE DDEIIOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

DIOXIDS DDIIOSX DIOXID, dioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

DOWNBOW BDNOOWW type of stroke in playing bowed instrument [n -S] 

DUCKPIN CDIKNPU type of bowling pin [n -S] 

DULCIFY CDFILUY to sweeten (to make sweet) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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ECHAPPE ACEEHPP moving from closed to open position of feet in ballet [adj] 

EFFACED ACDEEFF EFFACE, to rub or wipe out [v] 

EJECTOR CEEJORT one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EKPWELE EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea [n -S] 

ELFLOCK CEFKLLO lock of tangled hair [n -S] 

EMPYEMA AEEMMPY collection of pus in body cavity [n -S, -TA] 

ENQUIRE EEINQRU to inquire (to ask about) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENTOZOA AENOOTZ ENTOZOON, entozoan (entozoic parasite) [n] 

EPHEBIC BCEEHIP EPHEBE, ephebus (young man of ancient Greece) [adj] 

EPIGYNY EGINPYY state of having floral organs near top of ovary [n -NIES] 

EPOXIES EEIOPSX EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

EQUATES AEEQSTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATOR AEOQRTU great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

EQUINES EEINQSU EQUINE, horse [n] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 
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EROTIZE EEIORTZ to give sexual meaning to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ESQUIRE EEIQRSU to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ETHYNYL EHLNTYY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

EXACTAS AACESTX EXACTA, type of horse racing bet [n] 

EXACTER ACEERTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] / one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTOR ACEORTX exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n -S] 

EXAMENS AEEMNSX EXAMEN, critical study [n] 

EXAMINE AEEIMNX to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EXCISES CEEISSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCITER CEEIRTX one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n -S] 

EXCITES CEEISTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITON CEINOTX phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n -S] 

EXCITOR CEIORTX exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n -S] 

EXCRETA ACEERTX excreted matter [n EXCRETA] 

EXCRETE CEEERTX to separate and eliminate from organic body [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCUSER CEERSUX one that excuses (to apologize for) [n -S] 

EXCUSES CEESSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXECUTE CEEETUX to carry out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXOTICA ACEIOTX things excitingly different or unusual [n EXOTICA] 

EXOTICS CEIOSTX EXOTIC, something from another part of world [n] 

EXOTISM EIMOSTX exotic (something from another part of world) [n -S] 

EXPANSE AEENPSX wide, continuous area [n -S] 

EXPENSE EEENPSX to charge with costs [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXPERTS EEPRSTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXPIATE AEEIPTX to atone for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPIRER EEIPRRX one that expires (to come to end) [n -S] 

EXPIRES EEIPRSX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLAIN AEILNPX to make plain or understandable [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLANT AELNPTX to remove from natural site of growth and place in medium [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLOIT EILOPTX to take advantage of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLORE EELOPRX to travel through for purpose of discovery [v -D, -RING, -S] 

EXPORTS EOPRSTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPOSAL AELOPSX exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n -S] 

EXPOSER EEOPRSX one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPOSES EEOPSSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSIT EIOPSTX to expound (to explain in detail) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPRESS EEPRSSX to set forth in words [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

EXPULSE EELPSUX to expel (to force out) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXSECTS CEESSTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXTINCT CEINTTX to extinguish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTRACT ACERTTX to pull or draw out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTREMA AEEMRTX EXTREMUM, maximum or minimum of mathematical function [n] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S] 

EXUDING DEGINUX EXUDE, to ooze forth [v] 

EXURBAN ABENRUX EXURB, residential area lying beyond suburbs of city [adj] 

EXURBIA ABEIRUX exurb (residential area lying beyond suburbs of city) [n -S] 
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EYEWASH AEEHSWY eye lotion [n -ES] 
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FAIRWAY AAFIRWY mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n -S] 

FALLOFF AFFFLLO decline in quantity or quality [n -S] 

FALSIFY AFFILSY to represent falsely [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj] 

FETCHED CDEEFHT FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETLOCK CEFKLOT joint of horse's leg [n -S] 

FICKLER CEFIKLR FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FIEFDOM DEFFIMO fief (feudal estate) [n -S] 

FILCHED CDEFHIL FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FINFISH FFHIINS true fish [n -ES] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES] 

FISHERY EFHIRSY place for catching fish [n -RIES] 

FISHEYE EEFHISY suspicious stare [n -S] 

FISHILY FHIILSY in fishy (of or resembling fish) manner [adv] 

FLAVORY AFLORVY full of flavor [adj] 

FLESHLY EFHLLSY pertaining to body [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FLICKER CEFIKLR to move waveringly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIVVER EFILRVV old, battered car [n -S] 

FLOWERY EFLORWY abounding in flowers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLYLEAF AEFFLLY blank leaf at beginning or end of book [n -AVES] 

FLYOVER EFLORVY flight of aircraft over specific location [n -S] 

FOGBOWS BFGOOSW FOGBOW, nebulous arc of light sometimes seen in fog [n] 

FOGYISM FGIMOSY old-fashioned behavior [n -S] 

FOLKMOT FKLMOOT folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOOTWAY AFOOTWY footpath (path for pedestrians) [n -S] 

FORTIFY FFIORTY to strengthen against attack [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FOSSICK CFIKOSS to search for gold [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRANKUM AFKMNRU hardened resin of spruce tree [n -S] 

FRECKLE CEEFKLR to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

FREEWAY AEEFRWY express highway [n -S] 

FRESHLY EFHLRSY in fresh (new (existing only short time)) manner [adv] 

FROWSTY FORSTWY musty (having stale odor) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FUCKERS CEFKRSU FUCKER, offensive word [n] 

FURROWY FORRUWY marked by furrows [adj] 

FUTTOCK CFKOTTU curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n -S] 

FYLFOTS FFLOSTY FYLFOT, swastika (geometrical figure used as symbol or ornament) [n] 
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GAWKING AGGIKNW GAWK, to stare stupidly [v] 

GEMSBOK BEGKMOS large antelope [n -S] 
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GLITCHY CGHILTY characterized by glitches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GLYCYLS CGLLSYY GLYCYL, radical derived from glycine [n] 

GORCOCK CCGKOOR male red grouse [n -S] 

GROUCHY CGHORUY ill-tempered [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GRYPHON GHNOPRY griffin (mythological creature) [n -S] 

GYPPING GGINPPY GYP, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 
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HACKEES ACEEHKS HACKEE, chipmunk (small rodent) [n] 

HACKERS ACEHKRS HACKER, one that hacks (to cut or chop roughly) [n] 

HACKIES ACEHIKS HACKIE, taxicab driver [n] 

HACKLER ACEHKLR one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n -S] 

HACKLES ACEHKLS HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HAFFETS AEFFHST HAFFET, cheekbone and temple [n] 

HAFFITS AFFHIST HAFFIT, haffet (cheekbone and temple) [n] 

HAGBUSH ABGHHSU large tree [n -ES] 

HAKEEMS AEEHKMS HAKEEM, hakim (Muslim physician) [n] 

HALAKIC AACHIKL HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [adj] 

HALAVAH AAAHHLV halvah (Turkish confection) [n -S] 

HALFWIT AFHILTW foolish or stupid person [n -S] 

HALLWAY AAHLLWY hall (large room for assembly) [n -S] 

HALVAHS AAHHLSV HALVAH, Turkish confection [n] 

HAMMAMS AAHMMMS HAMMAM, Turkish bath [n] 

HARSHLY AHHLRSY HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adv] 

HASSOCK ACHKOSS footstool [n -S] 

HATCHED ACDEHHT HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATRACK AACHKRT rack for hats [n -S] 

HAUBERK ABEHKRU coat of armor [n -S] 

HAYLOFT AFHLOTY loft for hay storage [n -S] 

HAYWIRE AEHIRWY wire used in baling hay [n -S] 

HEALTHY AEHHLTY having good health [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

HEAVILY AEHILVY HEAVY, having much weight [adv] 

HECKLER CEEHKLR one that heckles (to harass speaker) [n -S] 

HECKLES CEEHKLS HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HEEHAWS AEEHHSW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HEFTILY EFHILTY HEFTY, heavy (having much weight) [adv] 

HICCUPS CCHIPSU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HICKEST CEHIKST HICK, characteristic of rural people [adj] 

HICKIES CEHIIKS HICKEY, gadget (mechanical device) [n] / HICKIE [n] 

HIGHTOP GHHIOPT sports shoe extending over ankle [n -S] 

HILLOCK CHIKLLO small hill [n -S] 

HIPLIKE EHIIKLP suggestive of hip [adj] 

HITCHED CDEHHIT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HOBLIKE BEHIKLO suggestive of elf [adj] 

HOCKERS CEHKORS HOCKER, one that hocks (to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed)) [n] 
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HODADDY ADDDHOY hodad (one who is not surfer) [n -DDIES] 

HOECAKE ACEEHKO cornmeal cake [n -S] 

HOOKUPS HKOOPSU HOOKUP, electrical assemblage [n] 

HOPHEAD ADEHHOP drug addict [n -S] 

HORRIFY FHIORRY to cause to feel horror [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

HOTCAKE ACEHKOT pancake [n -S] 

HOTCHED CDEHHOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOWEVER EEHORVW nevertheless [adv] 

HRYVNAS AHNRSVY HRYVNA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HRYVNIA AHINRVY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

HUBBUBS BBBHSUU HUBBUB, uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n] 

HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

HUCKLES CEHKLSU HUCKLE, hip [n] 

HUFFIER EFFHIRU HUFFY, easily offended [adj] 

HUMIDLY DHILMUY in humid (having much humidity) manner [adv] 

HUNCHED CDEHHNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUSHFUL FHHLSUU quiet (making little or no noise) [adj] 

HUSWIFE EFHISUW sewing kit [n -S, -IVES] 

HUTCHED CDEHHTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HYBRIDS BDHIRSY HYBRID, offspring of genetically dissimilar parents [n] 

HYDROPS DHOPRSY hydropsy (dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid)) [n -ES] 

HYMNING GHIMNNY HYMN, to sing hymn (song of praise to God) [v] 

HYPNOID DHINOPY pertaining to hypnosis or sleep [adj] 

HYPOGEA AEGHOPY HYPOGEUM, underground chamber [n] 

HYPOIDS DHIOPSY HYPOID, type of toothed wheel [n] 

HYPOING GHINOPY HYPO, to inject with hypodermic needle [v] 
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IMPEACH ACEHIMP to charge with misconduct in office [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INBOXES BEINOSX INBOX, window in which electronic mail is displayed [n] 

INDEXED DDEEINX INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INEXACT ACEINTX not exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) [adj] 

INJECTS CEIJNST INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INQUEST EINQSTU legal inquiry [n -S] 

INQUIET EIINQTU to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INQUIRE EIINQRU to ask about [v -D, -RING, -S] 

IONIZER EIINORZ one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n -S] 

IONIZES EIINOSZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IRONIZE EIINORZ to mix with nutritional iron [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IXODIDS DDIIOSX IXODID, bloodsucking insect [n] 

 

16-Point Face Value 
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JABIRUS ABIJRSU JABIRU, wading bird [n] 

JACALES AACEJLS JACAL, hut [n] 
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JACANAS AAACJNS JACANA, wading bird [n] 

JACONET ACEJNOT cotton cloth [n -S] 

JAGGERS AEGGJRS JAGGER, one that jags (to cut unevenly) [n] 

JAGGIER AEGGIJR JAGGY, jagged (having sharply uneven edge or surface) [adj] 

JAGGIES AEGGIJS jagged effect on curved line [n JAGGIES] 

JALAPIN AAIJLNP medicinal substance contained in jalap [n -S] 

JANGLED ADEGJLN JANGLE, to make harsh, metallic sound [v] 

JASMINE AEIJMNS climbing shrub [n -S] 

JASMINS AIJMNSS JASMIN, jasmine (climbing shrub) [n] 

JASPERS AEJPRSS JASPER, variety of quartz [n] 

JAUNCES ACEJNSU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JEEPERS EEEJPRS used as mild oath [interj] 

JELLABA AABEJLL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

JERBOAS ABEJORS JERBOA, small rodent [n] 

JETPORT EJOPRTT type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

JETSAMS AEJMSST JETSAM, goods cast overboard [n] 

JETSOMS EJMOSST JETSOM, jetsam (goods cast overboard) [n] 

JIGGERS EGGIJRS JIGGER, to jerk up and down [v] 

JIGGIER EGGIIJR JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JIGGLES EGGIJLS JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v] 

JIMSONS IJMNOSS JIMSON, tall poisonous weed [n] 

JINGLED DEGIJLN JINGLE, to make tinkling sound [v] 

JOBLESS BEJLOSS having no job [adj] 

JOCOSER CEJOORS JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCULAR ACJLORU given to joking [adj] 

JOGGERS EGGJORS JOGGER, one that jogs (to run at slow, steady pace) [n] 

JOGGLER EGGJLOR one that joggles (to shake slightly) [n -S] 

JOGGLES EGGJLOS JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v] 

JOUNCES CEJNOSU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JUBILEE BEEIJLU celebration [n -S] 

JUBILES BEIJLSU JUBILE, jubilee (celebration) [n] 

JUDDERS DDEJRSU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v] 

JUDGERS DEGJRSU JUDGER, one that judges (to decide on critically) [n] 

JUDGIER DEGIJRU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj]   

JUGGLER EGGJLRU one that juggles (to perform feats of manual dexterity) [n -S] 

JUGGLES EGGJLSU JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

JUICERS CEIJRSU JUICER, juice extractor [n] 

JUICIER CEIIJRU JUICY, full of juice [adj] 

JUNCOES CEJNOSU JUNCO, small finch [n] 

JUNGLED DEGJLNU JUNGLE, land covered with dense tropical vegetation [adj] 

JUNIPER EIJNPRU evergreen tree [n -S] 

JUSTICE CEIJSTU judge [n -S] 
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KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n] 
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KACHINA AACHIKN ancestral spirit [n -S] 

KADDISH ADDHIKS Jewish prayer [n -E, -IM] 

KALIPHS AHIKLPS KALIPH, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KAMPONG AGKMNOP small village [n -S] 

KASBAHS AABHKSS KASBAH, casbah (old section of North African city) [n] 

KASHMIR AHIKMRS cashmere (fine wool) [n -S] 

KATYDID ADDIKTY grasshopper [n -S] 

KEBLAHS ABEHKLS KEBLAH, kiblah (direction toward which Muslims face while praying) [n] 

KEDDAHS ADDEHKS KEDDAH, enclosure for elephants [n] 

KENCHES CEEHKNS KENCH, bin for salting fish [n] 

KEPPING EGIKNPP KEP, to catch (to capture after pursuit) [v] 

KERCHOO CEHKOOR ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

KETCHES CEEHKST KETCH, sailing vessel [n] 

KEWPIES EEIKPSW KEWPIE, trademark [n] 

KEYPALS AEKLPSY KEYPAL, person with whom one corresponds by email [n] 

KHADDAR AADDHKR cotton cloth [n -S] 

KHAMSIN AHIKMNS hot, dry wind [n -S] 

KIBBLED BBDEIKL KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBLAHS ABHIKLS KIBLAH, direction toward which Muslims face while praying [n] 

KIDDISH DDHIIKS childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj] 

KIDDUSH DDHIKSU Jewish prayer [n -ES] 

KIDVIDS DDIIKSV KIDVID, television programs for children [n] 

KINGCUP CGIKNPU marsh plant [n -S] 

KINSHIP HIIKNPS relationship (state of being related) [n -S] 

KIPPING GIIKNPP KIP, to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v] 

KITCHEN CEHIKNT room where food is cooked [n -S] 

KLATSCH ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KLUDGEY DEGKLUY kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

KNAPPED ADEKNPP KNAP, to strike sharply [v] 

KNOBBED BBDEKNO KNOB, to provide with knob (rounded protuberance) [v] 

KNOPPED DEKNOPP KNOP, knob [adj] 

KOCHIAS ACHIKOS KOCHIA, Eurasian plant [n] 

KOUMYSS KMOSSUY koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n -ES] 

KOUPREY EKOPRUY short-haired ox [n -S] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KUCHENS CEHKNSU KUCHEN, coffee cake [n] 

KUMYSES EKMSSUY KUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KURBASH ABHKRSU to flog with leather whip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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LACKEYS ACEKLSY LACKEY, to act in servile manner [v] 

LALIQUE AEILLQU style of cut glass or crystal [n -S] 

LAVROCK ACKLORV laverock (songbird (bird that utters musical call)) [n -S] 

LAWBOOK ABKLOOW book containing or dealing with laws [n -S] 
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LAYAWAY AAALWYY item that has been reserved with down payment [n -S] 

LAYOFFS AFFLOSY LAYOFF, suspension or dismissal of employees [n] 

LAZARET AAELRTZ hospital treating contagious diseases [n -S] 

LAZIEST AEILSTZ LAZY, disinclined toward work or exertion [adj] 

LAZULIS AILLSUZ LAZULI, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

LEKKING EGIKKLN LEK, to assemble for competitive displays during mating season [v] 

LEXEMES EEELMSX LEXEME, linguistic unit [n] 

LEXICAL ACEILLX pertaining to words of language [adj] 

LEXICON CEILNOX dictionary [n -CA, -S] 

LIFEWAY AEFILWY way of living [n -S] 

LIKABLY ABIKLLY LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] 

LINKBOY BIKLNOY man or boy hired to carry torch to light way along dark streets [n -S] 

LIONIZE EIILNOZ to treat or regard as celebrity [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LIQUATE AEILQTU to purify metal by heating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIQUEUR EILQRUU sweetened alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

LIQUORS ILOQRSU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES] 

LITHIFY FHIILTY to petrify (to convert into stone) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LOQUATS ALOQSTU LOQUAT, small yellow fruit [n] 

LUCKILY CIKLLUY LUCKY, having good fortune [adv] 

LYNCHED CDEHLNY LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 
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MACCHIA AACCHIM dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n MACCHIE] 

MACCHIE ACCEHIM MACCHIA, dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n] 

MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MACKLED ACDEKLM MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MAGNIFY AFGIMNY to increase perceived size of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MALARKY AAKLMRY malarkey (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -KIES] 

MAMMARY AAMMMRY pertaining to mammae (milk-secreting organ) [adj] / breast [n -RIES] 

MAMMEYS AEMMMSY MAMMEY, mamey (tropical tree) [n] 

MAMMOTH AHMMMOT extinct elephant [n -S] 

MARKHOR AHKMORR wild goat [n -S] 

MATCHUP ACHMPTU setting of two players against each other [n -S] 

MAXILLA AAILLMX upper jaw or jawbone [n -E, -S] 

MAYDAYS AADMSYY MAYDAY, radio distress call [n] 

MAYPOPS AMOPPSY MAYPOP, flowering vine [n] 

MAYWEED ADEEMWY malodorous weed [n -S] 

MEADOWY ADEMOWY MEADOW, tract of grassland [adj] 

MEDICKS CDEIKMS MEDICK, flowering plant [n] 

MENFOLK EFKLMNO men of family or community [n MENFOLK] 

MICROHM CHIMMOR unit of electrical resistance [n -S] 

MIDRIFF DFFIIMR middle part of body [n -S] 

MIDWAYS ADIMSWY MIDWAY, avenue at fair or carnival for concessions and amusements [n] 

MIDWIFE DEFIIMW to assist woman in childbirth [v -D, -FING, -S, -IVED, -IVING, -IVES] 
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MIFFING FFGIIMN MIFF, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

MILDEWY DEILMWY affected with or resembling mildew [adj] 

MILIEUX EIILMUX MILIEU, environment [n] 

MILKILY IIKLLMY in milky (resembling or suggestive of milk) manner [adv] 

MIMICRY CIIMMRY instance of mimicking [n -RIES] 

MIREXES EEIMRSX MIREX, insecticide [n] 

MIRKILY IIKLMRY MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adv] 

MISCOPY CIMOPSY to copy (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) incorrectly [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

MISJOIN IIJMNOS to join improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISKEYS EIKMSSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MISKNEW EIKMNSW MISKNOW, to fail to understand or recognize [v] 

MISKNOW IKMNOSW to fail to understand or recognize [v -NEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

MISYOKE EIKMOSY to yoke improperly [v -D, -KING, -S] 

MIXTURE EIMRTUX something produced by mixing [n -S] 

MOBBISH BBHIMOS characteristic of mob (disorderly crowd of people) [adj] 

MOCKING CGIKMNO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

MOJARRA AAJMORR marine fish [n -S] 

MOJITOS IJMOOST MOJITO, cocktail made of rum, sugar, mint, and lime juice [n] 

MOKSHAS AHKMOSS MOKSHA, final release of soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] 

MONAXON AMNNOOX straight spicule in sponges [n -S] 

MONKERY EKMNORY mode of life of monks [n -RIES] 

MONKEYS EKMNOSY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONKISH HIKMNOS pertaining to monks (man who is member of secluded religious order) [adj] 

MORPHIC CHIMOPR pertaining to form [adj] 

MUCKING CGIKMNU MUCK, to fertilize with manure [v] 

MUDBANK ABDKMNU sloping area of mud alongside body of water [n -S] 

MUDFISH DFHIMSU fish found in mud or muddy water [n -ES] 

MUDFLOW DFLMOUW moving mass of mud [n -S] 

MUDROCK CDKMORU pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n -S] 

MUFFING FFGIMNU MUFF, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

MUFFLED DEFFLMU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUKHTAR AHKMRTU head of government of town in Arabic countries [n -S] 

MUMMERY EMMMRUY performance by mummers [n -RIES] 

MUMPISH HIMMPSU sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

MUREXES EEMRSUX MUREX, marine mollusk [n] 

MURKILY IKLMRUY MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adv] 

MUSKILY IKLMSUY in musky (resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals)) manner [adv] 

MYCOTIC CCIMOTY MYCOSIS, disease caused by fungus [adj] 

MYOLOGY GLMOOYY study of muscles [n -GIES] 
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NETIZEN EEINNTZ frequent user of Internet [n -S] 

NONZERO ENNOORZ having value other than zero [adj] 

NUNCHUK CHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUTJOBS BJNOSTU NUTJOB, crazy person [n]   
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OOZIEST EIOOSTZ OOZY, containing or resembling soft mud or slime [adj] 

OQUASSA AAOQSSU small lake trout [n -S] 

OUTSIZE EIOSTUZ unusual size [n -S] 

OVERFLY EFLORVY to fly over [v -LEW, -LOWN, -ING, -LIES] 

OXCARTS ACORSTX OXCART, ox-drawn cart [n] 

OZONATE AENOOTZ to treat or combine with ozone [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OZONISE EINOOSZ to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OZONOUS NOOOSUZ pertaining to ozone (form of oxygen) [adj] 
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PACHUCO ACCHOPU flashy Mexican-American youth [n -S] 

PACIFIC ACCFIIP peaceful (undisturbed; calm) [adj] 

PACKAGE AACEGKP to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S] / PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [v] 

PADLOCK ACDKLOP to secure with type of lock [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PADSHAH AADHHPS padishah (sovereign) [n -S] 

PAKEHAS AAEHKPS PAKEHA, person who is not of Maori descent [n] 

PASHKAS AAHKPSS PASHKA, paskha (Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] 

PASKHAS AAHKPSS PASKHA, Russian dessert eaten at Easter [n] 

PASSKEY AEKPSSY key that opens several different locks [n -S] 

PAUGHTY AGHPTUY arrogant (overly convinced of one's own worth or importance) [adj] 

PAWKIER AEIKPRW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PAYDAYS AADPSYY PAYDAY, day on which wages are paid [n] 

PAYDOWN ADNOPWY reduction of debt through repayment [n -S] 

PEAKISH AEHIKPS somewhat sickly [adj] 

PECCARY ACCEPRY piglike hoofed mammal [n -RIES] 

PECCAVI ACCEIPV confession of sin [n -S] 

PECKING CEGIKNP PECK, to strike with beak or something pointed [v] 

PEDWAYS ADEPSWY PEDWAY, walkway for pedestrians only [n] 

PERFIDY DEFIPRY deliberate breach of faith or trust [n -DIES] 

PERJURE EEJPRRU to make perjurer of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PERKILY EIKLPRY PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adv] 

PERKISH EHIKPRS somewhat perky [adj] 

PESKILY EIKLPSY PESKY, annoying [adv] 

PHISHED DEHHIPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] 

PHOBICS BCHIOPS PHOBIC, one affected with phobia [n] 

PHREAKS AEHKPRS PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHYSEDS DEHPSSY PHYSED, physical education [n] 

PHYTOID DHIOPTY resembling plant [adj] 

PIAFFED ADEFFIP PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PIBROCH BCHIOPR musical piece played on bagpipe [n -S] 

PICACHO ACCHIOP isolated peak of hill [n -S] 
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PICKING CGIIKNP act of one that picks [n -S] / PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [v] 

PICKLED CDEIKLP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PIFFLED DEFFILP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIGFISH FGHIIPS marine fish [n -ES] 

PINKEYE EEIKNPY inflammation of eye [n -S] 

PINKEYS EIKNPSY PINKEY, ship with narrow overhanging stern [n] 

PINKISH HIIKNPS somewhat pink [adj] 

PINWORK IKNOPRW type of embroidery [n -S] 

PLAYDAY AADLPYY holiday [n -S] 

PLEXORS ELOPRSX PLEXOR, small, hammer-like medical instrument [n] 

PLUCKED CDEKLPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

PLUMPLY LLMPPUY in plump (well-rounded and full in form) way [adv] 

PLYWOOD DLOOPWY building material [n -S] 

POCKING CGIKNOP POCK, to mark with pocks (pustules caused by eruptive disease) [v] 

POLEAXE AEELOPX to poleax (to strike with axlike weapon) [v -D, -XING, -S] 

POSTTAX AOPSTTX remaining after taxes [adj] 

POTHOOK HKOOOPT hook for lifting or hanging pots [n -S] 

POUFFED DEFFOPU POUFF, pouf (loose roll of hair) [adj] 

POWDERY DEOPRWY resembling powder [adj] 

POXIEST EIOPSTX POXY, afflicted with pox [adj] 

PRAJNAS AAJNPRS PRAJNA, ultimate knowledge in Buddhism and Hinduism [n] 

PRETEXT EEPRTTX to allege as excuse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWORK EKOPRRW to work beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREXIES EEIPRSX PREXY, president [n] 

PRICKED CDEIKPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

PRIMACY ACIMPRY state of being first [n -CIES] 

PROJETS EJOPRST PROJET, plan or outline [n] 

PROVOKE EKOOPRV to incite to anger or resentment [v -D, -KING, -S] 

PROXIES EIOPRSX PROXY, person authorized to act for another [n] 

PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PUFFING FFGINPU PUFF, to blow in short gusts [v] 

PUGMARK AGKMPRU footprint [n -S] 

PUNKAHS AHKNPSU PUNKAH, punka (ceiling fan used in India) [n] 

PUNKEYS EKNPSUY PUNKEY, punkie (biting gnat) [n] 

PUNKISH HIKNPSU pertaining to style inspired by punk rock [adj] 

PYAEMIC ACEIMPY PYAEMIA, pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [adj] 

PYGMOID DGIMOPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYSANKA AAKNPSY hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n PYSANKY] 
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QINTARS AINQRST QINTAR, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QUAERES AEEQRSU QUAERE, question [n] 

QUANTAL AALNQTU pertaining to quantum (fundamental unit of energy) [adj] 

QUARREL AELQRRU to engage in angry dispute [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING,  -S] 

QUARTAN AANQRTU recurrent malarial fever [n -S] 
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QUARTER AEQRRTU to divide into four equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUARTES AEQRSTU QUARTE, fencing thrust [n] 

QUARTET AEQRTTU group of four [n -S] 

QUARTOS AOQRSTU QUARTO, size of piece of paper cut four from sheet [n] 

QUASARS AAQRSSU QUASAR, distant celestial object emitting strong radio waves [n] 

QUASSES AEQSSSU QUASS, kvass (Russian beer) [n] 

QUASSIA AAIQSSU tropical tree [n -S] 

QUASSIN AINQSSU medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n -S] 

QUATRES AEQRSTU QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUELEAS AEELQSU QUELEA, African weaverbird [n] 

QUELLER EELLQRU one that quells (to suppress (to put end to forcibly)) [n -S] 

QUERIER EEIQRRU querist (one who queries) [n -S] 

QUERIES EEIQRSU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUERIST EIQRSTU one who queries [n -S] 

QUESTER EEQRSTU one that quests (to make search) [n -S] 

QUESTOR EOQRSTU quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n -S] 

QUEUERS EEQRSUU QUEUER, one that queues (to line up) [n] 

QUIETEN EEINQTU to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] / one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n -S] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

QUILLAI AIILLQU evergreen tree [n -S] 

QUILLET EILLQTU trivial distinction [n -S] 

QUILTER EILQRTU one that quilts (to stitch together with padding in between) [n -S] 

QUINATE AEINQTU arranged in groups of five [adj] 

QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININA AIINNQU quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n -S] 

QUININE EIINNQU medicinal alkaloid [n -S] 

QUININS IINNQSU QUININ, quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n] 

QUINNAT AINNQTU food fish [n -S] 

QUINOAS AINOQSU QUINOA, weedy plant [n] 

QUINOLS ILNOQSU QUINOL, chemical compound [n] 

QUINONE EINNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINTAL AILNQTU unit of weight [n -S] 

QUINTAN AINNQTU recurrent fever [n -S] 

QUINTAR AINQRTU qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n -S] 

QUINTAS AINQSTU QUINTA, country estate in Portugal or Latin America [n] 

QUINTES EINQSTU QUINTE, position in fencing [n] 

QUINTET EINQTTU group of five [n -S] 

QUINTIN IINNQTU fine linen [n -S] 

QUITTER EIQRTTU one that quits (to end one's engagement in or occupation with) [n -S] 

QUITTOR IOQRTTU inflammation of animal's hoof [n -S] 

QUORATE AEOQRTU attaining quora* [adj]   

QUOTERS EOQRSTU QUOTER, one that quotes (to repeat words of) [n] 
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R 

RACKETY ACEKRTY noisy (making loud sounds) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

RACKFUL ACFKLRU as much as rack can hold [n -S] 

RAFFISH AFFHIRS tawdry (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

RAMJETS AEJMRST RAMJET, type of engine [n] 

REALIZE AEEILRZ to understand completely [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RECTRIX CEIRRTX feather of bird's tail [n -ICES] 

REEJECT CEEEJRT to eject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEXPEL EEELPRX to expel again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REJECTS CEEJRST REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJOICE CEEIJOR to feel joyful [v -D, -CING, -S] 

REJUDGE DEEGJRU to judge again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RELIQUE EEILQRU relic (surviving memorial of something past) [n -S] 

REMIXER EEIMRRX one that remixes (as recording) [n -S] 

REMIXES EEIMRSX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REQUINS EINQRSU REQUIN, voracious shark [n] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RESIZES EEIRSSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

REZEROS EEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONES EENORSZ REZONE, to zone again [v] 

RHEBOKS BEHKORS RHEBOK, large antelope [n] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHYMING GHIMNRY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [v] 

RICKETY CEIKRTY likely to fall or collapse [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

RICKEYS CEIKRSY RICKEY, alcoholic beverage containing lime juice, sugar, and soda water [n] 

RICKSHA ACHIKRS rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n -S] 

RITZIER EIIRRTZ RITZY, elegant (tastefully opulent) [adj] 

ROCKERY CEKORRY rock garden [n -RIES] 

ROCKILY CIKLORY in rocky (unsteady (not steady (firm in position))) manner [adv] 

ROMAJIS AIJMORS ROMAJI, system of transliterating Japanese into Latin alphabet [n] 

ROQUETS EOQRSTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

RORQUAL ALOQRRU large whale [n -S] 

ROWLOCK CKLOORW oarlock (device for holding oar in place) [n -S] 
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SABKHAS AABHKSS SABKHA, coastal, flat, periodically flooded area in northern Africa [n] 

SACKFUL ACFKLSU as much as sack can hold [n -S, -SFUL] 

SALPINX AILNPSX anatomical tube [n -INGES] 

SALTBOX ABLOSTX type of house [n -ES] 

SAMEKHS AEHKMSS SAMEKH, samek (Hebrew letter) [n] 

SAPAJOU AAJOPSU capuchin (long-tailed monkey) [n -S] 

SAPPHIC ACHIPPS type of verse form [n -S] 
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SAVVILY AILSVVY SAVVY, to understand (to grasp mentally) [adv] 

SAWFISH AFHISSW marine fish [n -ES] 

SAXTUBA AABSTUX bass saxhorn [n -S] 

SCHAPPE ACEHPPS silk fabric [n -S] 

SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHNOOK CHKNOOS easily deceived person [n -S] 

SCHRIKS CHIKRSS SCHRIK, sudden fright [n] 

SCHTIKS CHIKSST SCHTIK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

SCOFFED CDEFFOS SCOFF, to express rude doubt or derision [v] 

SCRAPPY ACPPRSY marked by fighting spirit [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCREAKY ACEKRSY screechy (screeching) [adj] 

SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER,-PIEST] 

SCRUBBY BBCRSUY inferior in size or quality [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SCRUMMY CMMRSUY delicious [adj -MMIER, -MMIEST] 

SCRUMPY CMPRSUY rough cider [n -PIES] 

SCUFFED CDEFFSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCYTHED CDEHSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SEIZERS EEIRSSZ SEIZER, one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n] 

SEIZINS EIINSSZ SEIZIN, legal possession of land [n] 

SEIZORS EIORSSZ SEIZOR, one that takes seizin [n] 

SEIZURE EEIRSUZ act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

SELTZER EELRSTZ carbonated mineral water [n -S] 

SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

SEQUELS EELQSSU SEQUEL, something that follows and serves as continuation [n] 

SEQUENT EENQSTU something that follows (to come or go after) [n -S] 

SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SEQUOIA AEIOQSU large evergreen tree [n -S] 

SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n] 

SEXPERT EEPRSTX expert in sexual matters [n -S] 

SEXPOTS EOPSSTX SEXPOT, sexually attractive woman [n] 

SHACKLE ACEHKLS to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHACKOS ACHKOSS SHACKO, shako (type of military hat) [n] 

SHAHDOM ADHHMOS territory ruled by shah [n -S] 

SHAKEUP AEHKPSU total reorganization [n -S] 

SHERIFF EFFHIRS law-enforcement officer of county [n -S] 

SHICKER CEHIKRS drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n -S] 

SHIVAHS AHHISSV HIVAH, shiva (period of mourning) [n] 

SHIVERY EHIRSVY shivering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SHLOCKS CHKLOSS SHLOCK, schlock (inferior merchandise) [n] 

SHOCKER CEHKORS one that shocks (to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust) [n -S] 

SHOOFLY FHLOOSY child's rocker [n -LIES] 

SHOWERY EHORSWY abounding with brief periods of rain [adj] 

SHOWILY HILOSWY in showy (making great or brilliant display) manner [adv] 

SHROFFS FFHORSS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHTICKS CHIKSST SHTICK, entertainment routine [n] 
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SHUCKER CEHKRSU one that shucks (to remove husk or shell from) [n -S] 

SHUFFLE EFFHLSU to walk without lifting feet [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHUTOFF FFHOSTU device that shuts something off [n -S] 

SICKBED BCDEIKS sick person's bed [n -S] 

SICKISH CHIIKSS somewhat sick [adj] 

SILIQUA AIILQSU silique (type of seed capsule) [n -E] 

SILIQUE EIILQSU type of seed capsule [n -S] 

SIZIEST EIISSTZ SIZY, viscid (thick and adhesive) [adj] 

SKIMMED DEIKMMS SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIMPED DEIKMPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SKIPPED DEIKPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

SLACKLY ACKLLSY in slack (not tight or taut) manner [adv] 

SLEAZES AEELSSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ SLEAZO, sleazoid (person of low morals or character) [n] 

SLICKLY CIKLLSY in slick (smooth and slippery) manner [adv] 

SMACKED ACDEKMS SMACK, to strike sharply [v] 

SMOCKED CDEKMOS SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SMOKEYS EKMOSSY SMOKEY, police officer who patrols highways [n] 

SMOKILY IKLMOSY SMOKY, filled with smoke [adv] 

SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNEEZES EEENSSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNIFFLY FFILNSY that sniffles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNOOZER ENOORSZ one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n -S] 

SNOOZES ENOOSSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLE ELNOOSZ to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SOCKEYE CEEKOSY food fish [n -S] 

SOYMILK IKLMOSY milk substitute made from soybeans [n -S] 

SOZINES EINOSSZ SOZINE, sozin (type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound)) [n] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPECKED CDEEKPS SPECK, to mark with small spots [v] 

SPIFFED DEFFIPS SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPIKILY IIKLPSY SPIKY, resembling spike [adv] 

SQUALLS ALLQSSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUALOR ALOQRSU quality or state of being squalid [n -S] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] / one that squares (to make square) [n -S] 

SQUARES AEQRSSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUEALS AELQSSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUILLA AILLQSU burrowing crustacean [n -E, -S] 

SQUILLS ILLQSSU SQUILL, Eurasian herb [n] 

SQUINTS INQSSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUIRES EIQRSSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

SQUIRTS IQRSSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

STANZAS AANSSTZ STANZA, division of poem [n] 

STIFFLY FFILSTY in stiff (difficult to bend or stretch) manner [adv] 
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SUBJOIN BIJNOSU to add at end [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBTAXA AABSTUX SUBTAXON, subdivision of taxon [n] 

SUBTEXT BESTTUX written or printed matter under more general text [n -S] 

SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SWAYFUL AFLSUWY capable of influencing [adj] 

SWIFTLY FILSTWY in swift (moving with great rate of motion) manner [adv] 

SWINGBY BGINSWY mission in which spacecraft uses planet's gravitational pull for making course changes [n -S] 

SWITHLY HILSTWY swith (quickly (in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner)) [adv] 

SYLPHID DHILPSY young sylph [n -S] 

SYMPTOM MMOPSTY indication of something [n -S] 

SYNCHED CDEHNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYNGAMY AGMNSYY union of two gametes [n -MIES] 

SYRPHID DHIPRSY winged insect [n -S] 
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TACKILY ACIKLTY in tacky (adhesive) manner [adv] 

TARZANS AANRSTZ TARZAN, person of superior strength and agility [n] 

TAXABLE AABELTX subject to tax [adj / taxable item [n -S] 

TAXEMES AEEMSTX TAXEME, minimum grammatical feature of selection [n] 

TAXIMAN AAIMNTX operator of taxicab [n -MEN] 

TAXIMEN AEIMNTX TAXIMAN, operator of taxicab [n] 

TAXITIC ACIITTX TAXITE, volcanic rock [adj] 

TEAZELS AEELSTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZLES AEELSTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TECTRIX CEIRTTX small feather of bird's wing [n -ICES] 

TEQUILA AEILQTU Mexican liquor [n -S] 

THICKEN CEHIKNT to make thick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THICKER CEHIKRT THICK, having relatively great extent from one surface to its opposite [adj] 

THICKET CEHIKTT dense growth of shrubs or small trees [n -S] 

THRASHY AHHRSTY characteristic of style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THRIFTY FHIRTTY displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

THRUWAY AHRTUWY express highway [n -S] 

THYSELF EFHLSTY yourself (form of 2d person pronoun) [pron] 

TIFFANY AFFINTY thin, mesh fabric [n -NIES] 

TOOLBOX BLOOOTX box for tools [n -ES] 

TOPWORK KOOPRTW to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOQUETS EOQSTTU TOQUET, toque (close-fitting woman's hat) [n] 

TORQUER EOQRRTU one that torques (to cause to twist) [n -S] 

TORQUES EOQRSTU band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck [n -ES] / TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TOUZLES ELOSTUZ TOUZLE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TOWAWAY AAOTWWY act of towing away vehicle [n -S] 

TOWSACK ACKOSTW sack made of coarse fabric [n -S] 

TOXEMIA AEIMOTX condition of having toxins in blood [n -S] 

TOXICAL ACILOTX toxic [adj] 

TRAJECT ACEJRTT to transmit (to send from one place or person to another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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TRIAZIN AIINRTZ triazine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

TRICKLY CIKLRTY marked by trickling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRICKSY CIKRSTY mischievous [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

TRIPLEX EILPRTX to provide something in triplicate [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TWELFTH EFHLTTW number twelve in series [n -S] 

TYPHOID DHIOPTY infectious disease [n -S] 

TZARINA AAINRTZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

TZARIST AIRSTTZ czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 
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UNBOXES BENOSUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBULKY BKLNUUY not bulky (massive (of considerable size)) [adj] 

UNCHOKE CEHKNOU to free from obstruction [v -D, -KING, -S] 

UNEQUAL AELNQUU one that is not equal to another [n -S] 

UNFROCK CFKNORU to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNIQUER EINQRUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

UNIQUES EINQSUU UNIQUE, something that is unique [n] 

UNISIZE EIINSUZ made to fit all sizes [adj] 

UNITIZE EIINTUZ to divide into units [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UNJADED ADDEJNU not jaded (to weary (to make or become weary)) [adj] 

UNLUCKY CKLNUUY not lucky (having good fortune) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNMIXES EIMNSUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNQUIET EINQTUU not quiet (making little or no noise) [adj -ER, -EST] / state of unrest [n -S] 

UNQUOTE ENOQTUU to close quotation [v ED, -TING, -S] 

UNSHOWY HNOSUWY not showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S]   

UTILIZE EIILTUZ to make use of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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VAPIDLY ADILPVY VAPID, insipid (dull and uninteresting) [adv] 

VELVETY EELTVVY resembling velvet in texture [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

VERSIFY EFIRSVY to change from prose into metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VITRIFY FIIRTVY to convert into glass [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VOUCHED CDEHOUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

VOUVRAY AORUVVY French white wine [n -S] 
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WACKEST ACEKSTW WACK, very bad [adj] 

WACKIER ACEIKRW WACKY, very irrational [adj] 

WACKOES ACEKOSW WACKO, wacky person [n] 

WAESUCK ACEKSUW waesucks (used to express pity) [interj] 

WAFFIES AEFFISW WAFFIE, vagabond [n] 

WAFFLER AEFFLRW one that waffles (to talk vaguely or indecisively) [n -S] 
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WAFFLES AEFFLSW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAIFISH AFHIISW waiflike (resembling waif (homeless child)) [adj] 

WAKAMES AAEKMSW WAKAME, brown seaweed native to Asia [n] 

WALKUPS AKLPSUW WALKUP, apartment house having no elevator [n] 

WAMPUMS AMMPSUW WAMPUM, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

WARLOCK ACKLORW sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 

WASHBAG AABGHSW small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n -S] 

WATCHED ACDEHTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WAYLAYS AALSWYY WAYLAY, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

WAYWORN ANORWWY fatigued by travel [adj] 

WEALTHY AEHLTWY having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

WEBCAMS ABCEMSW WEBCAM, camera used for transmitting live images over World Wide Web [n] 

WEBLIKE BEEIKLW resembling web [adj] 

WEEVILY EEILVWY WEEVIL, small beetle [adj] 

WELCHED CDEEHLW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WERWOLF EFLORWW werewolf (person capable of assuming form of wolf) [n -LVES] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHELMED DEEHLMW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPED DEEHLPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHEREOF EEFHORW of which [conj] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WHETHER EEHHRTW if it be case that [conj] 

WHIDDED DDDEHIW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WHISHES EHHISSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHITELY EHILTWY in white (of color of pure snow) manner [adv] 

WHITHER EHHIRTW to what place [adv] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 

WHITLOW HILOTWW inflammation of finger or toe [n -S] 

WHOEVER EEHORVW whatever person [pron] 

WHOOPED DEHOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHORISH HHIORSW lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [adj] 

WICKERS CEIKRSW WICKER, slender, pliant twig or branch [n] 

WICKETS CEIKSTW WICKET, small door or gate [n] 

WIFEDOM DEFIMOW status or function of wife [n -S] 

WIGWAMS AGIMSWW WIGWAM, Native American dwelling [n] 

WIKIUPS IIKPSUW WIKIUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WILLOWY ILLOWWY pliant (easily bent) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

WINCHED CDEHINW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINGBOW BGINOWW mark on wing of domestic fowl [n -S] 

WINNOCK CIKNNOW window [n -S] 

WIREWAY AEIRWWY tube for protecting electric wires [n -S] 

WISHFUL FHILSUW desirous (desiring) [adj]  

WITCHED CDEHITW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 
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WOFULLY FLLOUWY WOFUL, woeful (full of woe) [adv] 

WOLFISH FHILOSW wolflike (resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal)) [adj] 

WORKMAN AKMNORW male worker [n -MEN]  

WORKMEN EKMNORW WORKMAN, male worker [n] 

WORKTOP KOOPRTW work surface especially in kitchen [n -S] 

WORKUPS KOPRSUW WORKUP, intensive diagnostic study [n] 

WREATHY AEHRTWY WREATH, band of flowers [adj] 

WRECKER CEEKRRW one that wrecks (to cause ruin of) [n -S] 

WYVERNS ENRSVWY WYVERN, wivern (two-legged dragon) [n] 
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XENOPUS ENOPSUX frog native to southern Africa [n -ES] 

XEROTIC CEIORTX XEROSIS, abnormal dryness of body part or tissue [adj] 
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YACHTED ACDEHTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YAFFLES AEFFLSY YAFFLE, European green woodpecker [n] 

YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YAMULKA AAKLMUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YASMAKS AAKMSSY YASMAK, yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n] 

YAWPING AGINPWY loud, harsh cry [n -S] / YAWP, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

YELLOWY ELLOWYY somewhat yellow [adj] 

YESHIVA AEHISVY orthodox Jewish school [n -S, -VOT, -VOTH] 

YUCKIER CEIKRUY YUCKY, disgusting [adj] 
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ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n] 

ZANIEST AEINSTZ ZANY, ludicrously comical [adj] 

ZEALOTS AELOSTZ ZEALOT, one who is zealous [n] 

ZEALOUS AELOSUZ filled with zeal [adj] 

ZEATINS AEINSTZ ZEATIN, chemical compound found in maize [n] 

ZENANAS AAENNSZ ZENANA, section of house in India reserved for women [n] 

ZEOLITE EEILOTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]  

ZESTERS EERSSTZ ZESTER, utensil for peeling citrus rind [n] 

ZESTIER EEIRSTZ ZESTY, marked by zest [adj] 

ZILLION IILLNOZ indeterminately large number [n -S] 

ZINNIAS AIINNSZ ZINNIA, tropical plant [n] 

ZLOTIES EILOSTZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZOARIAL AAILORZ ZOARIUM, colony of bryozoans [adj] 

ZOISITE EIIOSTZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ZONULAE AELNOUZ ZONULA, zonule (small zone) [n] 

ZONULAR ALNORUZ ZONULE, small zone [adj] 

ZONULAS ALNOSUZ ZONULA, zonule (small zone) [n] 
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ZONULES ELNOSUZ ZONULE, small zone [n] 

ZOOIEST EIOOSTZ ZOOEY, resembling zoo (place where animals are kept for public exhibition) [adj] 

ZOOTIER EIOORTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 

ZORILLA AILLORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZORILLE EILLORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZORILLO ILLOORZ zoril (small African mammal) [n -S] 

ZOSTERS EORSSTZ ZOSTER, virus disease [n] 
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